
COVID-19 RIT Pool Procedures 

General Rules 

● We have a max of 26 in the Diving well including coaches and lifeguards.  
● No Locker room for changing. Restroom use only.  
● Each group will have a maximum of: 

○ 24 divers (4 divers per board, spaced 6 feet apart) A group of up to 8 divers on 
Bulkhead 

○ Divers practice by rotating to waiting stations marked by x taped on ground 6 feet 
apart. 

○ 1 Diver in the water + 1 diver on the board + 2 waiting stations per board 6 feet apart 
= 4 divers per board.  

○ 2 Coaches & 2 Lifeguards  
● Coaches are masked unless 6 feet apart from others and have a 6 foot coaching box on 

deck. 
● Mats and Rails are sanitized after each use. 

Procedures 

Pool Entry  
1. Divers submit an online  turn in a dated waiver and symptom checklist (every day), attesting 

they have no symptoms and have not been in the presence of anyone with symptoms. 
2. Divers arrive in suits and masks (and keep them on until prep for water) and wait for 

admission to the pool by the side pool North doors. 
3. Divers wait outside Single file one at a time for check in at doorway. Maintaining Distance. 
4. Divers are scanned for temperature with non-touch thermometer 
5. They are admitted in. Single file line maintaining 6 foot distance. 
6. Scan them for temperature and record -  Touch free scanner. (I keep a log of every diver with 

their daily temp and check box for turning in waiver).  
7. If over 100.4 Divers are not allowed in pool area and will be sent home. - CDC Guideline. 
8. Divers get their practice number. 
9. Divers wash hands in silver bathroom - one at a time no touching the door or door handle. 
10. We walk into the pool and drop bags under benches 6 feet apart. 
11. Have them dress down to suits, sammies and masks, pack everything else their bags. 
12. On the benches there is their warm up mat by diver number. 
13. Divers pick up their warm up mat and walk to a 6 x 6 square on the pool deck and place the 

mat on the floor for warm up. 



COVID-19 RIT Pool Procedures 

Warm up 
1. Deck warm up and drills for ten minutes on individual mats 6 feet apart. 
2. Clean mats with sanitizing spray. 
3. Return mats to benches in locations 6 feet apart.  

Practice 
1. Direct them to specific waiting places on the deck marked by “x”s for diving line ups by boards and 
stand on designated “x”s 6 feet apart minimum. 
2. Line-ups on diving board for 15 minutes. 
3. Rotate divers to switch waiting positions and different stations maintaining divers at positions 6 
feet apart marked by “x”s. 

Stretching 
1. Line them up in order to return to the benches, and pick up mat for stretches. 
2. Take the warm up mat and walk to a 6 x 6 square on the pool deck and place the mat on the 
specified deck area for warm up. 
3. End of practices stretches  
4. Sanitize mat with sanitizing spray 
5. Return mats to benches to air dry 

Exit 
1. Instruct them to dry off. 
2. Divers sanitize 1m rails and 3m rails, all 
3. Walk them back to their bags. 
4. At their bags, tell them to put on their masks, grab their bags and walk outside to a deck square, 
one at a time without any pass by. 
5. Divers are dismissed, with masks on, one at a time to exit out the side pool South doors and go 
directly to their car or ride. 


